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Freedom And Res Twins 
by Dr. Frances Barasch 
With the explosion .of new fresh-
man in the academic circle and the 
departure of senior citizens every 
year, with the tendency at Baruch 
to adopt new programs, new 
politics, and new quarters every 
few months, members of our ever-
shifting college community may 
have trouble distinguishing the 
new from the old and keeping up 
with history, which is currently 
being made as rapidTy as new" 
hobbyhorses and issues lose vogue. 
It may be that this atmosphere of 
-"change, which makes "keeping 
up" difficult, also keeps Baruch 
students unaware of their per-
manent possessions. 'Entering 
freshmen, bombarded with new 
experiences, still wondering over a 
school where physical freedom, 
smoking, talking are allowed, are 
not "with it" yet. Upperclassmen, 
less at a loss* familiar with last 
year's" developments, stunned by 
what's new—Baruch North, new 
deans, new teachers, new cour-
ses—may be too busy or too blase 
to carer: 
Behind all Jthat is transient in 
Baruch society, there are a few 
permanent institutions and ritual 
events-—the Student Government; 
and its annual election of officers, 
as examples. 
Baruch Student -Government is 
student power, the body that ad-
ministers and guards student 
freedoms arid-student rights. Its 
leadership has always-' exercised, 
responsibility—the obligation that 
accompanies and is implicit in 
every : power or right. Respon-
sibility is freedom's identical twin. 
But not enough emphasis has 
been placed on responsibility for 
the -student body politic. With 
Student Government elections just 
passed, some discussion on student 
obligations from a faculty point of 
' view may help to get out the vote. 
In recent years at Baruch, as in 
colleges all over the country, there 
has been considerable demand 
from students for increased 
rights—for morje freedom of 
choice—for more power of 
"tiecisfefti. Aridt!Jere-has~oeen some-
reluctance on the part of some of 
the faculty to agree to those rights. 
One of the reasons for facility 
resistance to student demands has 
been their failure to find in the 
leaders' rhetoric any clues to the 
responsibilities all students would 
be willing to assume if additional 
freedoms were granted The non-
a ttendance rule fof -juniors and 
seniors, for example, though 
demanded b y / serious- and 
responsible leaders, is interpreted 
by many others as a license to see 
the teacher outside of class in 
order to receive privately the in-
struction that was given inside the 
c lass . Or, by some students 
exercising the right to cut, it is 
seen as an excuse to complain 
about low grades because they 
didn't know what assignments had 
been made. TheTesponsibiKly for 
keeping up with work in courses 
that are being cut is not always 
taken seriously. 
Another reason for faculty 
skepticism over students' 
freedoms is their awareness of how 
few students use the rights others 
have labored to win for them. Last 
year's Student Government 
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Section had to be held twice 
because so few voted in the first 
balloting. And, some may 
remember, after the spring unrest 
of 1970, the BCCC, a student-
faculty committee, was 
established to recommend changes 
students urgently needed. Not long 
afterwards, former Pres ident . 
- Cohen published a notice that a 
BCCC meeting had been cancelled 
for lack of a quorum. 
Every spring, a remarkabler 
student- event -OCCUJTS ^in Fort -
Lauderdale, Florida^ where college 
students from all parts of the East 
Coast converge on the beaches for : 
-booze, sex, and -bathing. What 
attracts these young people, ac-
cording to Alvin Toffler" (Future 
Shock),, is a sense of freedom 
without responsibility. 
According to one co-ed, Toffler ; 
quotes: "You're not worried about *• 
what you do or say here because, 
frankly, you'll never see these-
people again." 
(Foolish youth* The Gurus, who 
are older and wiser, know that 
there are only, nine hundred people 
in, the whole world, whose paths 
continually cross and re-cross until 
-the end of time. It is wisdom,, 
therefore, to behave responsibly at 
all times, for certainly we shall all 
meet again) -
A sense of the temporary in the 
environment and in human 
relationships accounts for the 
irresponsibility that.characterizes 
the annual spring escape to Fort 
Lauderdale. 
At Baruch too, it seems that 
there is often little concern among 
one student group for what they 
leave to another! There is always a 
rapid turn-over in the student 
population; leaders are leaders for 
about two years, and no body 
polificls-exacOy; the same in J3£07w 
consecutive S^ea^^pjSeoacusHvnf^^ ? 
the permanent faculty^ and staff 
are the only ones to pass on the 
torch after an especially long 
season of student apathy. 
The cease less change that 
characterizes all college fife, is the 
very reason current students 
should exercise the vote they have 
to support Student Government, 
for it is the only stable vessel of 
student power on the Baruch 
campus. 
It seems that the faculty is on the 
side of student rights and student 
freedoms, but it wopders why ' 
students do not feel responsible fori' 
the ones they have. A large vote in-
the Student Government elections 
can show that students do care\ -
about what they've got and would; ^ 
very likely make responsible use of.\ 
new freedoms they may want to 
get. 
(Frances B a r a s c h / Associate' 
Professor of English at Baruclv 
College, a chairwoman of the 
Baruch Women's Committee, and 
editor of the Professional Staff 
Congress CLARION, ris an active 
proponent of faculty rights .T" 
Vi 
Imagine 16 days of Tyrolean 
Skiing in Kitzbunel. 
Innsbruck, Mayrhofen. and 
aUof4tatnocosUoyou!v v 
An ybu need do is^sefl four 
of your sWtwo>*es©n this 
exciting snow-venture, 
and you go free (or, should 
you prefer, ybu can receive . 
a generous cash commis-
sion). But you must act 
now as space is limited. The 
first trip leaves at Christmas. 
For further details write; 
P.O. Box 8398. Salt Lake 
CHy. Utah 84108. 
/ 
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M. Lewis Temares 
Ticker - The registrar is probably 
one of the most important Jobs of 
the administratioa in a coflege, the 
oaVtkai students come into contact 
witb the most. Yet the complete 
duties of the registrar and his 
!' *t$mi*t% frrotoafcly- « & \ deafly 
' defined in the eyes of moat 
atodciiis. What does the registrar 
: ; d © 3 v - " . •;-.• *•--•; V •'" ,-*••.. - - . . : 
\ 3^3mp»»sK6^^nosF 
people get is that the onry^ function 
a registrar performs i s that of 
r««isterjng students^however, the; 
duties and the r-esponsibilities of 
the office andjmyself are multifold. 
' Everything i regarding fitter 
scheduling of classes has to come 
throughjny office; the handling of 
students v records , the 
<£ssemmating of , mformatiou to 
students" regarding records, 
regarding catalogues, regarding 
all sorts of information of this 
nature. Recently, the admissiions 
office is also under the registrar's 
jurisdiction, so all the students 
dealings with administration 
regarding his own student record~is 
now, from the time he requests 
admissiion to the time he actually 
gets his diploma; is bandied 
through the registrar's office. In 
addition there's always the things 
the student doesn't see, such as the 
reports for City University, the 
tabulations and calculations of 
statistical data, the rriving at data 
so that the funding of the college is 
at the appropriate level, et~ 
Ticker - Why were you appointed 
registrars -'~"'"••• 
Temares - I'm not really the one 
that caii answer that. J£ was chosen 
physical registration, a year ago 
September, of,: s o m e major 
proportions, in addition to which 
there was some reporte and some 
internal matters that seemed at 
the time that weren't being met. 
And the President, for whatever 
reasons he felt or deemed ap-
propriate^ decided that a change 
was to be made. I was assistant 
dean cf adininistration at ^ 
and the President selected me. 
o 
Ticker - ^tfhat new things or im-
provements did yon bring with 
you3 What^dfd you initiate? > ^' 
Temares-Wefi^^giiess^he^most 
significant one "that- affects 
students most , Is the* actual 
physical registration. As bad as it 
sometimes' may . appear to the 
student who's closed out of a 
course right now, the registration 
procedure, I could safely say, is 
probably better than any other 
col lege certainly in the City 
University. . The scheduling of 
appointment t imes every 15 
minutes, the setting up of course 
cards so that we virtualljr register 
double the amount of students by 
having two sets of course cards, 
the humanization of the whole 
registration process—starting with 
the way we handled the freshmen 
class, on a one to one basis thus 
semester, and the attempt to do 
close to the similar basis for the 
transfer students*—and the actual 
physical registration even this 
September with the new building 
that was thrust upon us at the 
beginning of August, still managed 
to turn out without catastrophic 
results; and I think service the 
needs of eyejrybodx4 faculty,, and 
TWker- Give «s soine of the part 
history on that since there are 
. people who probably don't know. 
Temares .- WeH, there was a 
problem'in terms of the actual 
earned by the new bladings 
Temares - The biggest problem 
with the new building is the 
geographic location, I would say. 
The fact that it is some 27 blocks 
away causes the difficulty that the 
normal 10 minute interval cannot 
hold true between classes, so 
therefor, courses were scheduled 
oar the half hour. People were 
caBed in with conflicts forchange 
. of programs at special registration 
because all of a suddf» they bad 
overlapping courses—op bSere and 
then down here—and they couldn't 
makeit between theJMUM.JTlie big 
problem wimSOtfi Street was just a 
coordination problem^ at the^ 
moment. However, the hope is that 
in the future-we will get additional 
* space and we will-know about it 
well in advance so we could plan-
accordingly. For the February 
semester, we hope to better utilize 
it with students -knowing where 
they are goring when they register, 
so that they don't run into the 
problem they did this term; and 
develop, perhaps, more faculty 
space and things of that nature to 
better . service the faculty who 
therefore would" now be more 
willing to stay around and service 
the students by having office 
conditions that are worthy of their 
stature. •••/ 
Ticker - Are 180 per cent of the 
rooms being utilized in both 
buildings at all times3 
Temares - No, no of course not. Not 
in both buildings at aU times. 
However, I will tell you tibuat you 
cannot find a-room available say„ 
Monday or Wednesday night at 6 
o'clock, as an example—there-are 
norooms available. In fact we had -
to not offer certain courses at that 
time and ask them to offer it at a 
different time, for Quit purpose. 
However^'' 
Street- or at here; howcfNar,"-
we have a 16 story buiWing 
viced riy 6 elevators and if we had 
100 per cent utilization of all our 
rooms in that building, we'd have 
(Continued oh Page 6) 
George Woshington Hotel 
y u m . •. 





GOING TO DO 
ABOUT THE DRAFT 
— a a a M a E a a s a i g 
V 
alternatives and some tnougnts 
atout the future of the draft 
(is it really ending July 1), 
Come to the 
Student Draft 
Counseling Seminar 
Thyr. Oct 5 12:15-1:30 PJN. 
RM. 512-513 50 St. & Lex. A Ave. 
"-- ' - - ' ." ' • O r - : ' ' -
" TfciaVOcf W12-2 
RM* 4 North Main 
ummwMnsmwim 
• . # • • • 
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By-Steve Hfller 
& Sharon Brdoer 
Did yocfc vote in / rJthe Refection? 
Were you satisfied wi th the way the 
elections were fyeld? ._'.*,: >:3 ^r% 
#*\ 
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man—Accounting-—I did- not vote 
in the elections because I did not 
know any of the candidates who 
were running for office. These 
elections are bogus anyway. 
Robin Liebowitz—Lower Fresh-
man—Liberal Arts—Yes, I did: vote 
but I was dissatisfied with the wray 
it went. The candidates should 
have campaigned so. you knew who 
was who. .;-.*•• 
Frank: Gallaro—Freshman— 
Mgt.^-No." I didn*t -vote, -because 
not that rhuch of a chance for the 
students to meet the candidates 
was given. Only JET few of the 
candidates held meetings. -
In Hands 
Richard Friedman-—Lower Frank Ainj^heo—FTeshman—- Gordon , WilHams-^—Lower 
Freshman—Accounting—I didn't Accounting—No, not enough Freshman—PoL ScL-rNby~T didn't 
vote in this election because I've campaign activity was held in vote. Who could you vote lor. M 
been busy and haven't had a order to choose a qualified student least Freshmen didn't know the 
chance to get down into me for office. people running. - f 
cafeteria. . "•--'- s -"---•--_.' •  ----- -- • " --• — .-. 
e 
Of An Angry 
.^x*. 
•^•-^^mafAiS^j^m^iv'^ 
-The fate of ̂ he Student Body is herd in the hands of 
President Wingfield. The importance and necessity of 
Student Government should not be taken l ightly by the 
administration; even i f i t is taken l ightly by the students. 
The President has several choices. He can refuse to 
acknowledge the past voting and not allow any student 
government to sit. He can ask the Elections Committee to 
hold another elect ion; perhaps wi th more t ime and more 
campaigning a larger percentage of the population wi l l 
vote. He can conf i rm the elections by placing into office 
those chosen by the voters. 
Or he can do one other th ing. The Student Constitution 
calls for a Committee on Committees to appoint students 
to various committees throughout the college. The com-
mittee system is the t rue source of power for the students 
and the most effective place for them to work. The 
President should appoint al l the students who Van for 
Qiafrperson, an extremety representative group of the 
various facets of t h e student population, as the Committee 
on Committees. 
President Wingfield can also appoint the students who 
ran for Treasurer as the fees committee, wi th the power to 
appoint three more studentsto that committee, In order to 
allocate student act ivi t ies fees. 
The non-vote cast by the 83 percent of the student body 
tells the College Community that students do not feel that 
Government is important to t hem. Perhaps a year of no 
Government might change their minds. 
S h a ^ ^ Rikman-^Senior—Ac- Alexandra Theodosopoulos— 
counting--'rhis is the firsttime I <* Junior—Business Education—I 
._~_ __ _,,. voted in the election only because 
my friend was running. I wasn't 
satisfied with the routine because I 
voted since 1 toww-personaUy one 
of the people running for chair-
person- and I. would like- to make 
sure he doesn't get-in. didn't get to speak or meet the 
other candidates. 
Bob Signore—-Lower Soph.— 
Lib: Arts—I didn't vote ill the 
election. But I was not satisfied 
with the election. I didn't know who 
was running and anything about 
the candidates. There should have 
been more campaigning. 
! 
The Great Baruch Food Hassle 
..WS-V-
m: 
v - > " 
by William Sachs 
Eating any type of meal at this 
college can be a gastronomic 
travesty, a disappointing waste of 
time, or just plain impossible.'. 
Thjere are ' at least thirty 
restaurants in the area of 23rd and 
Lexington that can service the 
Baruch community well. Yet,-what 
of the poor soul who must go six 
hours of classes^jftth only ten 
minutes so^oeezed mfor breakfast, 
lunch, or dinner. The resyt^is fee 
tenth floor cafeteria, with it's 
limited selection of hot sealed, 
soggy sandwiches, long lioes to the 
soda or coffee machine, and with 
the general ambience 4>f a sewer. 
What of Student jfteaven, the 
Great Student Center/A patch of 
floor space with an unusual 
assortment of non-functional 
machines with an even timer food 
selection then the tenth floor 
emporium. 
The 2*th Street Building after 
years otwaiting, now have asmaH 
food service with limited steam 
table and sandwich, service. It 
could serve better if ir bad more 
eating space, but that should come 
wiS* time. . —. " ''" 
The students who worked on the Elections Commf 
could not 
' - ' • • • * . . X -
^ #*£*#« 
array of machinery on-the 
tenth floor of the maw building 
could be easily replaced by a 
sandwich board and steam table 
with'surprising ease. ~2&|£gil is^not. 
feasible because of^ventilation 
There are now two men 
to keep those r" 
working. These same twomenvCan 
do the behind the counter work, at 
about the same price. The con-
tractor who can supply the 
machines and these men can just 
as easily alter Xhis set-up. In this 
age of modular equipment, a 
steam table and sandwich board 
unit(s) can be brought and the 
vending monsters removed, all-in 
about two working days. The idea 
of freshly made sandwiches and 
hot food would attract -more 
students and thus maintain a fast 
turnover of products and work to 
keep things fresh. This increased 
trade, would mean a more in-
tel l igent handling of cafeteria 
spacing and arrangement. The 
Elite Cliques of The Student Center 
may rediscover the cafeteria as a 
place to hustle their couses. This 
could bring some- color to an 
otherwise drab holding pattern for 
the masses. If God and The Student 
Senate, smile upon LBMB, there 
may someday be music in that 
area. And if the place really moves 
with people, the place may get an 
expansion. But that is expecting a 
lot. 
On the Student Center plot, one of 
the- more ambitious groups, 
working with Lounge Aides and the 
-Department of Student Peraenel 
Services, could work out a coffee 
house or shack area—along the 
same lines the Basement Coffee 
House in the next door church- Just 
casual food and drink in a casual 
decor with casual recorded and 
occasional live music to ease" the-
shattered soul. It would be on the 
first floor of the S.C.so that those in 
the lounges above (and soon 
below) can have easy>ccess . The 
machines that are mere now "can-
be redistributed around the 
building in the new lounges, 
opening soon. Once again, our 
: present contractor oeed not be 
thrown out, so long as he agrees to 
handle the merchandise, that.the,\ 
people who are putting the place 
together ask, for. Boiled -lobster 
may be extreme, but express© and 
organic rice is not. 
Whenever our Student Senate 
ever gets elected, some action may 
be taken. We'll see what we can do. 
If you agree with what you read, 
write a letter- to the Dean* of -
Students, Roy Senour, Student 
Center, and "drop htr off at the 
maurpom in the main tariffing 
lobby. There is^oo charge.: But if-
you're really into flus problem,: 
drop, in on the Adniinistration" 
offices on t h e fourth floor of the 
24th Street building and ask why 
to eat g you'have garbage. 
3ofJ 1 f e e l there T̂s> lack 
Administrative concern io tips 
subject area, since i t i s quite easy 
to award a contract to the towest 
bidder, rather man look an 
a company that can. handle this 
work well. •"'""--.•. ->.' 
#*&&$?• 
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column by Ken Wax 
This week: The city if your-campus 
"•' Next week: The city is your campus "•-
The .week after: The city i s your campus 
and every week after that until you transfer. 
~~"~Tne istudehTeIecSon^resulfs~are "unknown" 
as of this writing,_yet I've gotten feedback 
from the electorate concerning the un-
certainty of my platform. To relieve this 
uncertainty, I shall belatedly outline my 
stands below. (I surely wouldn't let you 
know my views before you vote.) 
If elected, I promise to promise to do the 
following: 
1. Bring the boys home from 50th Street. 
Let's end this foreign entangelment. I can 
see the light at the end of the IRT tunnel. 
2̂  I have a secret plan-to end registration. 
Called Registratibnization,' it will seek to 
end the students' involvement in this con-
flict. 
3. When elected, I shall arrange summit 
talks with the State Universities. I shall go 
to our neighbor to the north, SUNY at 
Albany, to further relations between the two 
colleges. A wheat deal is in the works. 
4. I shall lead a party of advisors on 
journeys to other lands to study educational 
techniques. On the projected itinerary are 
excursions to: Amsterdam, France, Spain, 
Italy, Israel, Hawaii and California. This 
trip may take time but I'll make the 
sacrifice. 
5. I shall open the Student Center before 9 
A.M. The enemy has taken control of the 
citadel and refuses to allow allied troop 
passage before 0900. I shall lead the 
liberating forces. 
6.1 shall end the draft. I give you my word 
that if elected I will see to it that every 
window is weatherstripped for winter. I 
end tte draftr 
deaTwHh 
wax shelters and wax exemptions. 
3. I shall establish a grade lottery. The 
current system of leaving the student up in 
the air for 13 weeks worrying about his 
grades is unfair. Under my system random 
birthdates will he collated with grades at the 
beginning of each semester. For example, in 
AiloSL.~. 
cantraceptives 
ifaiMMJi rim UiUUJRUIB 
privsegafttenaiL 
Whetheryoa live in'a big city with its 
crowded drugstores, or in a small town 
where people know each other so well, 
obtaining male contraceptives without 
embarrassment can be a problem. 
Now, PopulationPIamiing Assoc, ites 
has solved the problem...by offering 
-reliable, famous-brand male contra-
ceptives through the privacy of the 
n»»;i Popular brands.like Trojan and 
Sultan. The. exciting pre-sharped Con-
tore. The supremely sensitive Prime. 
And many more. All are electronically 
tested and meet rigorous government 
standards of reliability. 
Well be glad to send you our free 
illustrated brochure which describes 
the products and services that we have 
been bringing to 10,000 regular cus-
tomers for nearly two years. Or send 
Just $3 for a sampler pack of a dozen 
contraceptives — three each of four 
leading brands — plus our brochure. 
Money back if not delighted! 
For^ftee brochure or S3 sampler 
mailed in plain package, write: 
PvpalaOM Ffaaaiaf AsMciatu 
105 ItorfhCahmbia 
Chafd HH1, NX. 27514 
j Ptease rush m« i n plain package: 
J n sampler pack: of 12 assorted con-
I dotris-Jnrea each of foor brands-plus 
| illustrated bfochar«~$3 
j Q I Hustrated brochure only, 25$ 
















a particular semester, all students taking 
Accounting whose birthday is November ^th 
<my birthday) will get an * A' whereas a 
student born on June 23 will get a *C.' It "will 
all be chosen randomly and the studwent, 
free from worrying about his mark will be 
able to spend his time on more constructive 
projects,, such as deciding what to get his 
~favoritenc^olurniiisir^of~^Tis" November—4th" 
birthday. 
9. What this country needs is a good 5 cent 
sitar.. v 
I am endorsed by some of the most 
prestigious people of o,ur time. Below are 
listed some of them: 
a. Barbara Fishkin, chairwoman of the 
SUNY Albany Department of Redundancy 
Department. 
— b. Barry Haft, Organizer of the Forest 
Park Demolition Derby (and sole par-
ticipant). 
c. Allan Rosenpan, Chairman and 
Marketing Director of the Juan Trebor 
Defense Fund 
d. Jesse Conway, Dean of the Got-Any-
Spare-Change School of Economic 
Research. 
And of eourse, George McGovern is 
behind me 1000 percent. ^ 
Next week: the city is your campus. 
-—a cotema by Andrew Fraaklfai 
Why We Are « touch 
•x 
I must be missing something somewhere. 
Perhaps a wrong turn? Maybe I've been, 
away too long (while never leaving). But, 
whatever the reason, I just can't believe-
some of the stuff floating around the at-
mosphere of Baruch. Within the. past week 
I've been subjected to some of the strangest 
explanations as to why we are in Baruch 
and, a^Mrf^ese~were~not a1readyrtoo~mnchY~ 
testimonials concerning the overwhelming 
study and work, (academic, naturally) of the 
student body ̂  
Now, proceeding from the top and 
working our way down...Last Thursday, 
following that infamous CFD home movie, 
"Demon Alcohol," I wandered into the 
Tickejr office where I was "grilled" in a 
most unprofessional manner as to what I 
stood for (still a qestion) and what I in-
tended to do. Without mentioning names I 
have to report what these students felt was 
the purpose, of the Slum on Lexington 
Avenue. You mean that it isn't putting in 
time for the diplomma? Or drinking beer 
and wine or doing this and that? Are you 
getting educated here? Are you? Huh? I 
was floored and scarcely coherent. Students 
-̂at Baruch were mouthing the liesTjof the 
people in charge of City University. ^Now I 
admit that I haven't always been able to see 
Student Body Polit ick 
by 
MICHAEL FISHBEIN 
You can choose A or B (be honest, dam-
mit-): - . , 
A) I sometimes wonder why a few 
students (approximately 1.2 percent of the 
Student Body population) busts its collective 
chops, on a Student Government election, 
Bo^aoesnoteven-»eem to give a good"sfatt. 
For heavens sakes, maybe the whole damn 
thing is iust a freaking waste. Just maybe, 
you stupid bastids deserve to be left to the 
tender mercies of the Baruch 
Administration (DeSades alter-egol. But 
now that I think of it, the United States 
Constitution forbids cruel and unusual 
punishment, does it not? 
3) S.B.P. would like to :ake this here 
opportunity to publicly thank each and 
every student currently attending Baruch 
College. It is you who have made the Student 
Government elections a tremendously 
resounding display of student power. All of 
vou out there deserve a really hearty pat on 
the back. But now that you know that you 
can do it, let's try and make it a steady 
habit, okay? Okay. 
Since this column is being composed 
;"written" is too prosaic) while the election 
process is still an on-going thing, we will just 
have to wait until you actually read this to 
determine whether you deserve damnation 
("A") or praise CB"). While my own 
prejudice makes me choose your dam-
nation, the Hopefullness Bug in me leads me 
: to hope that we can praise and be proud of 
you. 
If you have been curious, it really isn't a 
rumor that the Administration is planning 
on giving the Student Center a really drastic 
facelift. The curious plastic surgery that the 
Administration is contemplating (actually 
it's more than mere contemplation, the 
blessing has been given) has resulted in 
cries of offended outrage from several 
quarters. Most notable of the noisy have 
been the clubs whose previous office space 
has been imperiled. A really good example 
of what the future holds is what the Powers 
That Be have in mind for the Student Cen-
ters fourth ..floor. The offices "currently oc-
cupied by.^igrna Alpha. the. Atian.iSfeyienrft 
too clearly in class (in fact, I've been blind 
more often than I canremember ) but I know 
that these kids don't float into their subjects. 
And I also know that I have seen much more 
clearly than they despite my disability (or 
perhaps because of itk In all fairness, 
however, these are idealists with pristine 
thoughts and pure motives who. really 
"believe wharthey sayt^D^burse; idealists -
have been getting people killed ever since 
man appeared on me face of the earth. 
From idealism we move onto what are 
either confessions of ihcompetency^or just 
plain untruths. At a meeting in file Oak 
Lounge the previous Friday afternoon there 
were a whole bunch of The People shouting 
about how tough life was What with carrying 
a full schedule of classes at Baruch. Come 
on now. I don't know about you but I haven-'t-
really put in any academic effort unless I 
backed myself into a corner the last two 
weeks of the term and was forced to write 
three term papers as well as carry an 
outside job. Most of the work you have to do 
is hack work (ie, assignments from 
Statistics, Accounting or Mathematics) 
which reqires nothing more than the ability 
to slog along through the mud. Which 
qualifies you as an infantryman in any 
country's army but doesnt make you an 
educated person. So who's kidding whom? 
Freshmen take note of the following7 This 
past weekend I met one of the dropouts from 
this academic zoo. A graduate of one of the 
city's most prestigious public high schools 
and a member of the Executive Board of the 
Committee to Foment Democracy, Joey is 
presently hanging out. You see, he left 
school last May without asking permission, 
another victim of Baruch whose life has 
been altered simply because he wound up in 
this hole in the wall. The girl I was with was 
profoundly depressed but I wasn't. Mainly 
because I've seen too many go out that way. 
B^enrag i l a c k (apologies to anyone* J5?B 
FORGOTTEN ( ARE SLATED FOR 
DESTRUCTION (I admit the phraseology is 
a bit melodramatic, but I'm a-member of 
HPA whose offended outrage is apparent). 
Out of the ashes*shall arise, lo and behold, 
new lounge space. 
The whole idea isn't really so terribly 
wrong when one considers that the number 
of uncommitted students exceeds the 
number of committed club members. It is 
these uncommitted souls who find the 
lounges a prime relaxation area. They too, 
have a right not to be denied. 
However clubs need office space. Without 
it they will find it difficult to function as 
cohesive organizations. The noise and 
confusion evident in most of the current 
lounges indicate the folly of trying to con-
duct club meetings in such an atmosphere. 
The solution must lie elsewhere. 
In reality, being only an average Baruch 
student, this columnist has no ready answer 
to the Club Office Crisis. Be that as it may, I 
think I'll just sit back and watch the 
Administration try and wiggle out of this 
one. But don't be surprised if the students 
get the shit end of the trick again. 
Just a note to inform-you that the shakeup 
in Student Personnel Services was not as 
traumatic as some of us feared. Mr. Ron 
Bruse is-still alive and apparently well and 
living in Evening Session. Dean Paula 
Mullin andher staff have been more than 
adeqate to the job they have been brought to 
Baruch to fulfill. S.B.P. misses Ron Bruse 
but at the same time wishes the new S.P.S. 
staff all the Juck this columnist can give. 
Peace. -
_̂ . , _ and 
"girls, which-is^why yoiT won't tind 25 or 30 
kids gathered in something like CFD on any 
of the other city campuses. Remember all 
the sociologists and psychologists 
screaming about how environment affects 
the lives of those who happen to be caught in 
it? Well it's true which accounts for fee 
general listlessness of everyone here. The 
Myth of Sysiphus is alive and well and 
growing at Baruch. So remember this, 
entering Freshmen: Look around at all 
those other Freshmen in your classes. Next 
year you won't see all of them. Possibly 
because you too will be "hanging out." 
Consumer Report: At one of my by now 
famous blowouts I sampled Battipaglia's 
imitation Southern Comfort. I am pleased to 
report that, once againr this gentleman 
whose base is in Jackson Heights, has come 
across with an exceUent product at sub-
stantially less cost than the "name" brand. 
Add this Dante liquer to the DVJ Vodka and 
the DVJ Gin. 
War v Violence Report: Fighting in East 
Africa between guerrilas loyal to Obote and 
the troops of that enlightened Ugandan 
leader, General Idi Amin. You know 
General Amin. He's the one who approves of 
burning Jews and is behind the expulsion of 
the greater part of the Ugandan Asian 
community. By the way, Uganda led the 
fight to expejl Rhodesia from the Olympics 
since we alllmow how racist the Rhodesians 
are. Gee, call a spade a spade. At'about the 
same time Israeli troops were once again 
showing that -international borders are 
really a matter of perspective. Meanwhile in 
South Vietnam, our side's officers are 
"talking in terms of perpetual warfare. Wow \ 
Believe it or not, Equatorial Guinea 
Vlbniinated by Red Chinese) charged that 
Gabon (dominated by France) had landed 
mihfary units on its off sjbore islands. Since 
thejastW«tr ^Violence Report (last term), 
200,000 Hutu tribesmen were massacred in 
Burundi, Croatian nationalists were 
liquidated by -the security forces in 
Yugoslavia, there were* two attempted 
coups d'etat in Morocco and Moslems and 
Christians hi the Pralhpines were but-
chering-one another. Have a nice "day. \-
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LAW SCHOOL APPLICANTS 
IMPORTANT! 
If you are planning to g o to Law 
School, do you have questions like: 
What i s the L.S.A.T.? 
When should I take it? 
What is a good mark on it? 
Which law schools should I apply 
to? 
If jrokiiQ^don't despair^TJiere_is_ 
an authoritative way to get the 
information you-have to know. The 
annual Law School Forum spon-
sored by the LAW SOCIETY. 
On Thursday, October 5th at 12 
noon in room 4 South, Mr. Walter 
A. Rafalko, Dean of Admissions of 
. New York LawSchopL wifl be here 
to answer all your questions. Also 
on the program -will be Prof.-
Edward Rotbman, our ownpre-law 
advisor, and D e a n D a n i e l S. 
Kimbal, Director of Admissions at 
New York University Law School. 
If you're seriously considering 
applying to law school, be there!! 
A wealth of information awaits 
you. If in March you find that you 
weren't admitted to "law school 
because you didn't do something 
that you should have, you'll have-
only yourself to blameT* DON'T 
MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY' SEE 
YOU ON THRUSDAY, OCTOBER 
5th* 
STUDENTDRAFT COUNSELING 
WILL THE DRAFT END JULY. 
•If^you would like to know the 
alternatives and some thoughts 
about the future of the draft, come 
to the S T U D E N T D R A F T 
COUNSELING SEMINAR. 
THURSDAY OCT. 5,1972 
ROOM 512-513 





THURSDAY OCT. 12,1972 
From 12:10 to 2:00 
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO 
ABOUT THE DRAFT? 
"~ Thursday, October 5th at ,12 
o'clock in Room 1201 will see the 
first mee t ing of the Musical 
Comedy Workshop. Jack Light, 
Director of the Baruchr Choruses 
said, "Be on hand to help choose a 
production for Baruch. What can 
you do? We need a workshop that 
can handle the backstage as well 
as the onstage aspect, of a show. 
Come, l earn s o m e carpentry , 
handle props or costumes and even 
do a walk-on* Have you ever 
painted s e t s ? There will be 
something for everyone to do. 
What about publ ic i ty , t ickets , 
programs? Of course, w e a l so need 
s inger-actors and a c t r e s s e s , 
dancers, and chorus. Do you play 
an instrument? Whatever your 
thing, there is a spot for you to fill. 
Find it with the Musical Comedy' 
Workshop.7 
The Department of Education 
Written E n g l i s h E x a m i n a t i o n 
Prof. Berrol will conduct a 
walking tour of Lower~ Manhattan 
on Thursday, October HSth from 
1:00-3:00 PM. The group will start 
from Trinity Church, and note 
various points of interest in the 
history of N e w York City, ending 
up in Chinatown. .AH interested 
students or faculty can contact her 
at the History Department, Room 
822 or at the Dean's Office in the 
24th St. Building. ' 
SOCIOLOGY CLUB^ 
The Sociology Club will inild an 
organizational meeting on Thur-
sday, October 5, at 1:00 P.M. in 
room 614, 24th Street Building. All 
interested a r e cordially. invited. 
MEETEto 
OF TICKER EDITORS 
THURS.12-1, ROOM 307F 
Temares. 
The draft is complicated. It asks 
you to m a k e dec i s ions you 
probably don't want to make. But 
you will have to make them...and required of all students wishing to 
soon. pursue course work i n education 
Help is available. Student Draft beyond the Ed. 40 and 40.1 courses 
Counseling is here to help you. If win be given on Thursday, October 
you have any ques t ions 
problems come see us. 
Rm 307A Student Center 
Mon. 11-2 
Tues. 12-3 
Wed. 10-2, 3-4 
Thurs. 12-4 
Fri. 11-12, 1-2 
or 5, in the main building at 17 
Lexington Avenue, a t the following 
times: 
Day students—12:00-2:00 P.M., 
Room 4N 
Evening students—6:00-8:00 
P.M., Room 4S ^ 
Prompt attendance is suggested. 
"AN EXQUISITE SWEDISH FILM THAT IS THE STORY OF 
THE MAKING OF AMERICA. Max vorv Sydow and Uv Ullmann 
are outstanding. This is a film that refreshes the spirit and 
renews the faith. This is the stuff of epics—and of this 
£ r — U n u s u a l l y f i n e f i lml l '^-^udWiCBSt, New York 
"AN UNDENIABLY GREAT MOVIE! A film of overwhelming 
f^rr ••;•-' i m p a c t s Jjemic^^^ 
---??< TH< > R O U G f C Y ^ l i ^ 
— Best foreign film Tve seen this year!" 
"A CINEMATIC ACHIEVEMENT. A fitting monument to a proud, 
valiant people. Max von Sydow and Liv Ullmann are 
l e t t e r - p e r f e c t . " — B o b Salmaggi, Group W Radio (WINS) 
^!-^-^-*-: 
£5 
(Continued from Page 3 
utter chaos. 
" Ticker - Last year there was a 
proposal that o n e room_on_ each 
floor would be set as ide as a lounge 
for students and faculty to share. 
The reason why this proposal was 
not acted upon was basically 
because the space sitnattion was so 
~ terrible that we needed every 
room. Is the space situation better 
now, so that this idea may be able 
to go into effect3 
Temares - Well, the fact is, that if 
we had not gotten the 50th Street 
building we would not have had 
adequate space to house our in-
coming students. We wouldn't have 
had space, period. There would 
h a v e been c l a s s e s without ~ 
classrooms, the fact that we now 
have enough room so that we could 
hold classes in an orderly fashion 
^-does not m e a n that w e will have 
enough room so that we could 
separate them for student lounges 
andwhat not. I think it's something 
we have to investigate further. I 
know' if we ever get into new 
surroundings a n d g e t a new 
building or something of that sort, 
the intention of the president is to 
do such a service to the students to 
h a v e l o u n g e s p a c e . a v a i l a b l e 
throughout the building. However, 
at the.present t ime w e . h a v e to 
utilize as m u c h as possible, to get 
the academic straightened out in 
terms of the classrooms, and 
classrooms f ^ th^^eia^ssee. 
Ticker- At the 50th Street building, 
s e v e r a l c o u r s e s h a v e been 
scheduled during club hours. Club 
hours have for some time been 
sacred hours in which no class 
room activities can be held. Why 
were these courses scheduled for 
that time? 
M a x v o n S y d o w • Lav XJUmarirL 
Scfeenpkr^ by Jan Thoel OTKJ Bengt rbrslurd • F ^ 
Directed by Jan Tioel Techncoloi* A Swer^ Filmirduslri FVoducHon 
From Warner Bros, A Warner Cctrvnunk^onsOxnoony 
STARTS SUNDAY 
57Qi and 3rd Ave. 
PL9-1411 1SUTTON| English subtitles 
- ts i -
Teinares - The only courses 
scheduled for that t ime are history 
courses. What happened is-History 
had a particular problem, and it 
was felt that the e m e r g e n c y 
conditions at the time necessitated 
us having these few courses run 
during the club hour break. What 
happened was that the History 
professors, if they would have 
moved up their half hour slot like 
everybody e l s e did who w a s 
teaching there, it would have 
overlapped the "courses they were 
already teaching with their limited 
staff here a t the 23rd Street 
building. In the case of History we 
had to move courses backward 
rather than forward hoping that 
although it would inconvenience 
some students and did enter into 
the sacred ground it would- be for 
the one semester and the one 
semester only. We had no intenet in 
admin i s t ra t ion w h a t s o e v e r to 
interfere with the student hours 
because we realize how significant 
they are. However, in this par-
ticular case for the limited amount 
Of students^L was an emergency 
condition and a necessity- — 
Ticker - Is there any possibility JJH 
the e x t e n s i o n of c lub h o a r s / 
perhaps to another day? This is 
another idea that was brought up 
last year. 
Temares - That's really not my 
jurisdiction. I think that such a 
proposal brought to the proper 
committees and the proper deans, 
with the new building etc., we 
« TUESDAY, OCTOJgSR 3,1972 
could probably fit it in. However, it 
does not fall under m y jurisdiction 
to say w e should have two more, 
four Jttore, s ix more club hours a 
week. I will arrange the schedule if 
that is the decision that is made . 
Ticker - You mentioned earlier 
that one of the changes you brought 
was the -humanization of the 
registrar's office. What is the 
attitude that the registrar's- office 
takes towards students? 
Temares - Well jthis is one of the 
first things that I encountered in 
terms of the operation of the 
reg i s trar ' s o f f ice , that p e o p l e 
didn't think of it in terms of a 
business operation where you had 
a customer, the student, and you 
had a firm, the registrar's office, 
or the c o l l e g e or the a d -
ministration, and the two had to be 
working toge ther s o that the 
customers needs were best ser-
v iced , b e c a u s e without the 
customer we don't have a college. 
What w e intended to do and what 
we ended up donng was basically 
through s taf f m e e t i n g s , a n d 
through discussions. The people 
here in the registrar's office, the 
staff, felt that they were slighted 
becauserthey were being abused by 
the students and being thought of in 
a negative vein: they had a moral 
problem. The students, on^Jhe 
other hand, felt that they w e r e 
being s l i g h t e d b e c a u s e the ir 
questions weren't being answered 
in a prompt -manner when they 
attended a window or they had 
some particular problem. I think 
the students have become much 
more tolerant of the aid that they 
are receiving and the staff at the 
same time, has come to the 
realization that the student is like 
one of their children or one of their 
kid sisters or one of their kid 
brothers, and what they do now is 
they treat them with a bit of dignity 
and respect and they in turn, the 
student, treats the staff member 
with dignity and respect. "They 
don't just think of thenr with a civil 
service mentality, but think of 
them as en employee there to aid 
them. „ 
Ticker - How much access to 
student feedback do you have? 
Temares - I think it's pretty good. 
The reason I think it's pretty good 
is because the preponderance of 
my staff is student aides. They're 
e i ther s tudent a i d e s through 
financial aide office and work-
study program or they're student 
aides hired out of college funds. 
But in any case I have an enormous 
amount of student aides working in 
my office, and a s such I get the 
feedback from them. In addition to 
which I'm down in the registration 
area at registration time and I 
hear the feedback at that time. In 
addition to which m y office is 
always open to either written or 
ver&aLjcoinplaints or condolences 
or congratulations. 
Ticker - Any student who has been 
in the college for several years can 
definitely see a change in the 
process. Certainly this whole new 
registration process isn't com-
pletely your idea, and yon don't 
deserve all the credit for it. Who 
are some of your staff members 
(Continued on Page 10) 
TICKEB 
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Quite an adventure, 
slipping off waves 
tumbling 
head and toes 
your body and mine 
down that big green hill 
Panting, our breaths swollen 
in our mouths 
we dashed to 
~fhe"Tiimared"year oMhiaple tree 
until you. caught me 
all hair and squeals 
We sat 
as the sun lost its grip 
on the sky 
We huddled for heat 




Art, k seemed to. me, had sought in all ages to provide a language for the 
mute longing of the divine within us ." 
—Hermann Hesse 
Peter Camenzind 
SYMPHONY FOR SEA SCENES 
Nadir night to death of depths 
green fallow to deep crimson 




this to here 
this to here 
—Turbans and farls 
gathered in abscence. 
The corridor of caverns.. . 
aula of adiaphora 
come, relieve your hair... 
wet of her mouth 
eddied, we swirled " 
in tide to tip 
of goloptiouistic.pap. ^ n 
Brawn^barbicans^ engrossed and inutile 
the Dance of Unaged Similitude. 
This firize of blue grey morn 
like one day whiskiers 
hoisted and unfurled 
^ 5 ^ 
this alone 
blue grey morn 
me alone 
for me, alone 





the mollusc we started from \ 
tossed up on this littoral (here for once and t h e n ? \ 
spotted and sprayed amber.^ 
slid... to... g 
—and seaweed from my huoded husk. 
The cauls "we once were 
remarked no more. *~ 
" S m h B a c T u N a m " 
Treasuries pumped and churning 
left upon and left behind 
the very reality 
unto a gosoon gangly and cracklin 
like lettuce to the jaggerhold of s in^ 
And I did lay til her 
to m e and vice versa 
bulbous her breasts 
to kindred lain of mine, 
in her I did til dawn 
Sweat of,our birth 
there born "Death of our Depths" 
everymore. , ^ _ ; 
Lentilled and uperopped ^ 
they are 
like trees by tte^air. . . . . . . . 
—the black line of paint." 
sinery of split" sun _ 
your warmth diffuses 
through my cullendar code 
;4osed on this pi^ser^ie^fjgossibility: 
a banquet of maggots 
No more. , 
—Girth of mortal gristles 
epigram of mirth. 
Nadir night claim Me 
a s the baggage I am. . 
In the. dark a sail looks for the wind. 
w (inveigled soul of dried fruit?) 
A.E.B.8.9 72 
Back in the scufflin' days, somewhere between 
basketball games and the Beach Boys concert at St. 
John's, must have been high school (ever wonder, why 
4hey call it that?) that I was in about forty rock and 
roll bands. What's in a name? The band I was in had 
about a million names . Some have said that we had to 
change names after every gig we played. We were 
The Bits of Middle Earth for a little while-while that 
was popular, and then due to the consciousness 
raising efforts of our lead guitarist w e were called 
- Isove.s Message. The-best-band n a m e was the-one-I 
made up. We had a beautiful black lead singer, we did 
.- uptempo versions of Smokey, David Ruffin, Sam & 
Dave and/we were called the Soul Patrol. Truly the 
best name for the best band on the block. The same 
lead guitarist's mother wasn't too keen on the lead 
singer for various reasons, despite all his efforts at a 
steady high and consciousness raising he was the 
worlds most super-emasculated neurotic flash guitar 
player and a s a result the band broke up^ 
j Coming from this kind of a background, this rich 
musical heritage, what could I help but think when 
last year 1 heard the first album by the DOOBIE 
BROTHERS??Wow, man, the Long Island Sounds 
played this important dance at Forest Hills High 
School once but the Doobie Brothers could have just 
as well played just as well. 
Seems that just last year the Doobie Brothers was 
doing what I was used to be doing. Only they played 
dances and block parties and they knew the way in 
San Jose where they lived. Then somebody sent 
Warner Brothers a tape of the band in action. From 
local band to overnight stars arfd now everybody l ias 
a chance to listen to the music. 
"Listen to the Music" is the name of the Doobies 
current hit nationwide and its amazing to think of the 
many lines in the industry that are crossed when a 
long-shot band from San Jose, who are basically ugly 
and play a little like any other band, get a hit single on 
the charts inside of a year and two a l b u m s . _ 
But it all makes sense when you indeed "Listen to 
the Music." Like Eagles" "Take It E a s y " and maybe 
Jackson Browne's "Doctor My E y e s , " the Doobies' 
hit is incredibly joyous. For the same lousy buck you 
get a single which is a super-up, with-production 
which is just a little gritty over harmonies which are 
just-a- l i t t le sweet . The-production on their whole 
r*cotd y& just uMaredibie, stunning aijd subtle.. Air of 
whichis incredibly amazing when you realize-that the 
producer is that funny looking pretty platinum blonde 
guy from Harpers Bizarre. Sure is Bizarre. His or her 
name is Ted Templeman and he has produced, a s 
long as the artists haven't been laughing, such artists 
as Van Morrison and the Doobies and producing them 
to-perfection. His producing talent by far outshines 
'Anything Goes". 
The Doobies recent played New York with such a 
uaiity act as T-Rex. I wasn't there but I trust my 
friend who told me that the Doobies played clean and 
hard and accounted for themselves superbly. 
(Actually, I'm Howard Stein's analyst and I 
scheduled our session for Fri. and Sat. nights-two 
shows 8 and 11:30. Tickets available at the Cynic 
Clinic.) 
" Getting back to high school again, i ts time to play 
"Do you Trust Me?" I'm telling you that this here lp 
by the Doobie Brothers, called Toulouse Street, is a 
buch of loud and lovely satisfying rock and roll, and is 
chock full of California health and enthusiasm not to 
mention balls. If you buy it you get to hear thisjnusic, 
and dig on the nudies nubies on the inside cover. It s 
the kind of music Alison Steele ptays but can t find 
anything serious and impressive to say about. I think/ 
thats the finest endorsement a band can have. The 
Doobies are on Warners and its not true that they 
sang backup on the end of "Strangers in the Night " 
Look for it in the plain brown wrapper. 
TODAY IS THE l A s T DAY OF YOUR HORRIBLE 
PAST DEPT: 
A long time ago a Tovely~alidl^IecticTecbfd "was 
made iby a lady named Ruthann Friedman called 
"Constant Companion." Ruthann was going to San 
Francisco, she was friends with Paul Kantner, to join 
Jefferson Airplane and become the lead girl singer 
for the bandi She made a record for Warners which 
bombed like we bomb gooks, but this is a rap on 
behalf of Peter Kaukonen. 
Peter K is the brother of Jorma K and no relation to 
Murray theK. Peter played some guitar on the most 
introspective of Ruthann's songs. Ruthann's songs 
were lysergic celebrations of poetry, music, and 
expression. Peter's guitar playing -was expressive, 
and his art work expressively cryptic. No one in the 
world has the record except for me and Jonathan 
Schwartz, as far as I know, 
Ruthann wrote "Windy" and made some money. 
Peter Kaukonen has just released his first complete 
effort, an album on Grunt called Black Kangaroo, 
and it is complex and driving and a stunner for sure. 
Its also weird. Peter's playing so closely resembles 
early Hendrix that its frightening to think of the 
possibilities. Think of the kind of guitarist Kaukonen 
might develop into-given only a slim taste of his 
playing in the past on the Ruthann album and the 
Starship things. At first listening, the loud songs 
make Kaukonen sound like a tuff punk, but there is 
more going on here than meets the ear. San Fran-
cisco, where this music hails from, doesn't come on 
too-liard. Everything there is funky and loose and 
kind of slick, (pardon the expression,) coated with a 
coolness and lightness that makes everything sound 
hazy and light—never tough and energized. 
So it makes sense that the sound on this record, on 
the loud sides, anyway, even though it follows the 
same funky beat as I don't know..."Foxy Lady"... , 
The sound on this record is very busy. There's a lot of 
playing and energy arid probably a lot of over-
dubbing. It's as if Peter found himself a line to play on 
and put it down on tape. Then he went and played 
another and another over that. Ideas on top of ideas 
are fine with m e cause they're all of the same 
musician. I mean, this ain't no McCartney. Peter K. 
gets off on his playing. v 
There i s a mystical side, and eclectic side to 
Kaukonen and I think he is a lot more complex than 
he has revealed himself on this album. Like his 
brother Jorma his playing is original but less stylized 
than J.K. A tune called "That's a Good Question" is a 
quiet and complex lovely melody and example. Peter 
plays like an impressionist, the artist not the 
comedians, he gives off tones and chimes things I like 
to call pastel music which is vivid and rich but not a 
conventional form of rock and roll. All of which is why 
I'd love the hear more quiet and acoustic numbers 
from Peter K. Rock needs some more expressive and 
disciplined extremists. Peter Kaukonen shares a 
wide-angled vantage point when he plays and writes.: 
He takes a qiet stand no matter how loud he plays. 
CRITIC CRITIC CRITIC CRITIC CRITIC CRITIC CRITIC CRITIC CRITIC 
< ^ : 
-w" *-M. » * - -
"THE EMIGRANTS" BOWS 
AT THE SUTTON THEATRE 
The human spirit is a wondrous 
thing. Pragmatic, indomitable or 
intemporate it is the impetus for all 
of Mankind's achievements. It is, 
perhaps, the very essence of our 
being—the 'raison d'etre.' It is th6 
basis for our greatness. 
The day-to-day e x i s t e n c e in 
which great feats of engineering 
skill, or artistic expression or 
conquests of nature are achieved 
take all for granted. Only overt 
manifestations—of- our ~skill are 
lauded. The Verezanno Bridge or 
the Emprie State Building or the 
Hydrogen Bomb or- - M o n e t > 
"Water Lilies" are tributes to our 
g r e a t n e s s and just i fy our 
existence. They are there, for all to 
see, and unforgetable. 
Our world is such, today, that 
Mr. E v e r y m a n c a n s e l d o m 
manifest his' capabilities to an 
TUESDAY, (XrrOBER 3, 1972 
by Steven Kohn 
indifferent world and the heroic 
spirit now consists of landing on 
the Moon. 
Director Jan Troel! has made 
another film—not about landing on 
the Moon—rather, landing in 
Minnesota in the 1840's—a feat of 
equally heroic proportions. And in 
the very making of such an epic 
motion picture,- Mr. Troell, him-
self, has performed a task of truly 
Homeric dimensions. 
D irec ted , photographed and 
e d i t e d by Mr. Troel l , THE 
EMIGRANTS is a vital and moving 
~nTotion^prctureT"Itis the~story Trf a-
struggling group of Swedish far-
mers who cannot cope with thjeir 
m e a g r e e x i s t e n c e any longer. 
Hardworking, brave, God-fearing 
and determined, they become the 
pioneers to the New World. Against 
every deterrent, both Nature's 
hardships and man's inhumanity, 
they fight for what they have set 
out to achieve. 
THE EMIGRANTS reality and 
depth of human expression is 
achieved through scrupulous at-
tention to detail. A word spoken in 
a moment of frustration, a look of 
terror at the first sight of a train, a 
moment of pain on a storm tossed 
Atlantic crossing, a virgin forest 
with no sounds to break the 
stillness are gloriously captured. 
It is difficult to single out per-
formances. The film's two stars 
are Max von Sydow and Liv 
Ullmann and they are fine in then-
very demanding roles. But the 
entire -company is remarkable; 
from a mere walk-on where a look 
is all that is required to the sup-
porting players^ -. „ 
THE EIvittJRANTS is a beautiful 
motion picture: It is visually 
splendid and emotionally fulfilling. 
It is an elating experience that can 
never be totally forgotten and 
surely one of the finest artistic 





• - * - - . — * - , -
by Geary Greenidge 
ARRIVAL-^Daylightr the sun 
was Just coming over the horizon. 
It w a s about to o'clock in the 
morn&ig" wheji we landed at the 
Cape Verde Island off the coast of Flight time, exactly 12 hours 
ATric^^or^Bn^aelhig^stop. After a 
than in the banks. The declaration" 
doesn't stop the blackmarketing 
but it does g ive the government a 
kind of a check on approximately 
how much foreign exchange is, in 
their country. After we finally got 
our luggage from the baggage area 
we boarded our buses to go to -
Legon. the University of Ghana. 
+ialf hour w e were once again in the 
air. We h a d so far been i n the air 
for eight h o u r s a n d were due to 
spend another four hours before we 
would reach A^cra, Ghana. After, 
takeoff w e ~ wrere relaxing and 
talking of what we expeeted-to do 
once w e reach Accra. After about a 
half'hour 1n_ the air the pilot told 
everyone to look outside the plan.. 
Before our eyes we finally saw her, 
AFRICA'-There below u s we saw 
what Europeans must have seen 
two centuries ,before us. Except for 
the roads and the houses that we 
saw there were no changes. From 
above we saw the red clay which 
LEGON-—The U n i v e r s i t y of 
Ghana was established in 1951 and 
is one. of the major universities of 
the country . There are four 
universities in Ghana and total 
enrollment for all four i s 2,000 
students. While in Ghana we would 
be staying at the University and 
would be using it*as a base from 
which our research would be 
carried on. The place of our 
residence w a s in Akuafo Hall. 
Akuafo means coco farmer, it was 
given this name because this 
section, of the University was built 
and financed by the rich coco 
farmers of Ghana. To make note 
cestors. The home w a s just cen-
turies before our forefathers were 
taken in chains, herded aboard 
ships and sent so far away. We, 
their children,, have returned to our 
true mother land. 
At 1600 hours, or 4 P.M. U l A.M. 
in New York?, we- arrived at 
Kotoko Airport, Accra, Ghana. The 
airport i s located half: 
the cities of Accra" 
of African dislies but we were down 
to try anything. For most of us 
were extremely hungry and very 
tired. After twelve hours on a plane 
even with sleep you really want to 
do nothing but hit the bed, and 
after dinner that is what most of 
the^group did, but for the rest of us 
we sat around and dug bow good it 
between- was to b e in Africa and how long it 
Legon had-been s ince we first fe l t lhat we 
here the University of Ghana is wanted to go to Africa. Also how we 
located. Since w e w e r e in a large went about to raise the necessary 
group, the cus toms inspectors funds to get to where we were. In 
didn't check our bags but they did the morning, or I should say late 
ask us to declare our money. The morning, we went to look around 
reason for this is because tourists and see what Legon was like, it was 
find that they can get more for beautiful. Akufo is built in a U 
their dollars on the blackmarket form. It was built this way so that 
during the rainy s e a s o n the 
-students cou ld g o from o n e 
building to the next without getting 
weL Akuafo i s just a dormitory and 
classes are held on another part of 
the campus. The Akuafo buildings 
are built in the s ty le of the Spanish 
homes you would find in Southern 
California with the white walls and 
the World S1 
. . . - ' — • . - • - . • " - - " • - * 
and Its Sympathy 
By Glenn Bank 
Baruch Chapter. Chairman 
In the aftermath of the brutal 
destruction of eleven Jews hi 
the red roofs. In back-of Akuafo are us over- the mf**^, atpd oat ^f th<» 
mouths of-world statesmen. We 
were told that the Jewish people 
makes up the African soil. The ^the University of Ghana is six 
beautiful green vegetation and miles in all directions. It is not all 
with the knowledge that Black built but thay expect to. keep ex-
people w e r e there on the ground pahding it as — the s tudent 
beneath us, made us feel the living population grows and as they netfd 
realization of the liberation colors, the room. -* -
Here at Jast after so many When we arrived it was dusk and 
genera t ions , w e had f inal ly very close to dinner time. Most of 
returned to the home' of our an- us have been told of the spicyness 
dorms w h i c h look like- co-op 
apartments. Next t o them, across 
the road is the Central Cafeteria. 
The University itself i s set up* along 
the pattern of most American,or 
European- Universities. They ha^jex 
everything for the students so that 
they don't have to go into Accra 
that often during the school year. 
TiJe^University has three banks, a 
Post Office, and â  supermarket. 
Just off campus they have a police 
station. So a s far as needs come in 
ihey are well provided for. The 
Government pays all the students 
educational fees and expenses so 
that the students don't have to 
worry about the financial burden. 
Then also if you mis s breakfast, 
which was often the case (no 7 
A.M. curtail cal ls for m e ) , they had 
women would would come to the 
University with fruit and for about 
ten cents you could have a break-
fast that was better than what you 
would get eating at the school. The 
fruit was so sweet that most of the 
time it seemd as if sugar was 
added. 
My room w a s located in H block 
which is at the end or bottom part 
of the U. I had a. private room with 
a double balcony. One was on the 
front of myi-oom and the other was 
on the back. So I had a full view of 
the Back of the college where the. 
annex tforms were and I ctxridalso 
s ee the'front of the"*-Universiry- It 
wa&fhere where I spent most of my 
time in Africa.- What I call m y 
home base. For out here I did all 
my research for the management 
dept and it w a s here I would call 
bloodbath by Arab terrorists w e 
were once again presentd with-the 
sympathy of the wor ld It was ours 
to keep, to cherish, and to help 
console us . At least this is what the 
Munich, a familiar phrase c a m e to Gentile world told us. 
But world sympathy is a sham, a-
farce, and a humbug.At the sate of 
the Munich Olympics it did not 
now had the sympathy of . the 
workL This great gift, this exalted 
treasure, had been denied us after 
the decisive Israeli victory in 1967. 
And why had w e lost it? Because 
the only way "to obtain world 
sympathy, to be rewarded with 
world sympathy, is to buy it with 
Jewish blood. — 
Praise be on you, world sym-
pathy. How valuable the. world 
proclaims you are. Yet you are 
such a fragile commodity. Did we 
not pay you well, enough thirty 
Africa. 
Castles. 
Next issue The Slave 
Assemblyman 
Peter Berle (D-Mm) 
exist for even 24 hours except in the 
humane acts of the^candanavian. 
nations whose teams attended the 
memorial service e n mass . It was 
not evident in the American team 
where 75 percent of "the members 
had more important things to 
attend to and could not be bothered 
with e x p r e s s i n g -sorrow, and 
sympathy. World Sympathy? The 
teams of the USSR and the East 
European B l o c boycot ted the 
s e r v i c e s . E v e n the Russ ian 
decathelon champion who is a Jew 
years ago when your price was six was not-allowed by his government 
million Jewish corpses? And did 
we not lose you quick enough wehn 
the remnants of our people either 
in Israel o r scattered about the 
world stood up and cried: "Masada 
will not fall again." 
Ah, but after the r u t h l e s s 
to publicly mourn the death of his 
brothers-
The sympathy of the world. It did 
not exist in the hearts of the nations 
at t h e - U N (notably the African 
Bloc) who voted against debate 




FRH TMORmG - Ml SUBJECTS 
1) Pick op Request Forms 
in Room 411 S.C. 
2) Tutoring will begin October IQfh 
Prospective Tutors 
1) Paid $3.00 per hour - Baruch South 
2) Paid $3.50 per hour - Freshman Center 
3) If interested report to Room 204 B 24th St. 
Thursday October 5 at 12:15 pm 
for oppficqtkm forms and further wformatioi 
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r (Continued from Page 9) 
(not action...debate) on terrorism. 
- The sympathy of the world??? 
, Russia sends aid to the terrorists. 
The sympathy of the world? Only 
Jordan, of all the nations of the 
Arab world sees fit to condemn the 
massacre of innocent ,jmen. The 
sympathy of the world? -The 
president of Uganda rambles on in pletely randomized thing, 
a letter to the UN that Hitler was eluding the arrangement of 
(Continued from Page 6? 
^who deserve to be mentioned? 
Temares - Well, I think primarily, 
right before I came was the in-
troduction to the registration area 
of Jerry Daner. It was her idea to 
work appointment times rather 
than do it alphabetically, a com-
in-
the 
position in such a way that I come 
out with wljat I feel is a just or a 
right decision, or at least am able 
to give.my own. position in a just; 
and fiar way. I. remember back 
when I was a faculty member how 
adverse to administrative con-
siderations I was, and 4 think it's 
normal. A faculty member's job is 
to instruct, to help himself get 
better educated- so he can better 
instruct, and as such h e has a 
tendency to say the bell with ad-
ministration because that's their 
problem. " ^ 
Drama Society to Stage Feiffer 
£ 
Ticker - What are the biggest 
problems facing the registrar's 
office today?. ' ._". "• 
right. That the Jews are the enemy appointment times, the program to 
of ail mankind The sympathy of randomly .select them, etc. So that 
^the world? The government of was. basically- her -idea and her 
Hanoi releases a policy statemnt suggestion at the time. The actual 
that the killings were a devious plot physical registration process she __ _ 
^enacted^bynfie^o^ernm^oS of th was deeply JnvotvedTn. With the Temares - Probably the biggest 
United States and Israel. The fresh ideas perhaps of Jerry and problems we have is this constant 
sympathy of the world? The fresh- myself coming in and the registration that we are having. I t 
man- orientation a s s e m b l y a £ knowledge of Audrey Coflis and 
On Thursday, Oct. 28, Theatron, 
the Baruch JDrama Society, held a 
meeting to discuss the staging of 
their first production of the 1972^3 
season. 
This being anx election year, 
Jules Feiff er's White House 
Murder Case was. chosen, and will 
be presented just before Election 
Day, on Friday "and Saturday 
nights, Nov. 3rd & 4th. v 
Trŷ Houte -will be held Monday-
Wednesday, Oct. 2-4, from 2-4 p.m. 
other faculty advisor is Mr. Jeffrey 
Kurz, said that there i sa .need for 
actors, stagehands, electricians, 
costum,ers, publicity and prop^ 
people, and anyone who would like" 
to help. No experience necessary. 
Marvin Wolf is the Student 
President of Theatron, which is a 
continuing club that will run., all 
year. * . - ' ' . .*•: 
Ticket information for the While 
House Murder-Case as well a s the 
exact time and.place will be 
For. location check the Speech released later; it will he on campus 
Dept., 3rd FL of the 24th St. Bldg. however- check btdletm boards or-
Ms. Eleanor Ferrar, one of the the Speech Dept.—3rd ~f#6or of the 
faculty advisory forTheatron, me 24th St. Building -•••JT' 
Manhattan Community College 
stood up to mourn the passing 
of.^.^The Jews? Those Zionist 
Imperialists? No* They stood to 
mourn the deaths of the Arabs who 
were killed by the German police. 
So the world extends sympathy 
to the Jewish people by these 
displays of overt support for the 
terrorists—And mil l ions upon 
millions of Americans sit in front of 
the little idio^ box and pray-.--.for 
peace?...Jor-and end to man's 
Janet Sargeant and Stanley Pearl 
existent, worked in a good manner 
because we seemed to get 'along: 
well together, and between the 
group of us we were able to develop 
a system that not only theoretically 
worked but practically could be 
applied. So, I think ample credit 
can be given to the staff. It's easy 
for me to take the blame or to. take 
the credit, however the idea came 
front all staff members and the 
actual carrying out comes from the 
staff members. I obviously inhumanity to man. Nbf-They pray 
for the resumption of the Olympic couldn't do it myself 
games so that they may see who 
wins the men's 20,00tr kilometer Ticker - During the registration 
walk.. ' , time you ask that departments and 
What do we learn from Munich? faculty advisors help students 
The same lesson that History has register. Do you get the response 
been teaching for two thousand that you feel is necessary for you to 
years. ITXffONLY THE JEW WHO 
FEELS THE PAIN, THE AGONY, 
AND THE SUFFERING OF HIS 
FEIXOWJEWSv „-.-
The rest of fee world give us its 
sympathy. 
A few years ago when busloads 
do an adequate job from faculty 
and the departments? -
Temares -^No, I wouldn't say that I 
get what I would consider to be an 
ideal response in terms of the 
_ faculty. The faculty has other 
of Israeli chilo^etr 'were bombed obligations;- especial ly* during-
into httle pieces by Arab Terorists change of program time to service 
the world offered us sympathy, their classes and things of that 
prime 
seems that we have a-registration 
office rather than a' registrar's 
office. And as such, we are always 
registering students and we don't 
have any time to adequately 
organize the office, adequately set 
u p record-keeping procedures, 
adequately " set up information 
procedures so that we can function 
as a normal operation, during 
registration a n d . outside of 
registration time. But so much of 
the staff i s oriented towards' the 
registration since we have 6 
registrations a year, it becomes a 
difficult operation as it exists right 
now. The _ reason I say 6 
registrations TS~that we have the 
ac^Lia^kxegistration. And between 
the summer and the fall and the 
spring-all we do is register students 
and Ve don't have adquate time to 
. clean1 up the records. ' 
Ticker - Is there an extension of the 
registrar's office at Baruch North? 
Temares - Not really .For the first 
two weeks of the semester we had 
somebody up there, however,'right 
now what we have is an ad-
Italfon Society Has First Meeting 
sympathy—we don't 
want our Mvesi" 
Law School 
Walter fcrfdko-
New York low Sd*ool 
> 
Pre-tai* Advisor 
who- goes to the department 
chairman's office and; _ the 
^'-departmentfchairman- isrin class 
and there is no adequate 
representative there who can talk 
to him with his problem, or explain 
to him why he can't get into a 
closed course, or something of that 
naterev: The evening sessiion in 
particular, the advisors were not 
around and again, it's their own 
time, ami they felt certain 
responsibilities, but the respon-
sibilities were limited. Jf I had half 
a dozen John Bauers and half a 
dozen Bernie Cranes I probably 
coukr n m -i- a very, very good 
registration system. That's all I 
would need, half a dozen Bauers 
and half a-dozen Cranes. 
Ticker - You were a student at 
Baruch CoOege, you were a faculty chance 
Onember m the Statistics Depart. * 
meat* and JWW yote're an ad-
ministrator. .You. know Baruch 
rather well. How has Baruch 
_ changed from the time you were a 
student",to^the time' you are an 
administrator. 
R. Bossone, Prof. A.. Dispenzieri, 
Prof. F. Macchiarola, Prof. J. 
Guarnelli and other Italian-
American faculty members. 
The main aims of mis society is 
to re-introduce the Italian culture. 
Mmembers of all ethnic groups .are 
welcomed to exchange ideas from 
different cultural backgrounds. It 
cotisfets of members who attend 
the social events and act ive 
~ - - *-^*- ^ « . î . MJ- - *i. members who do most of the work. 
^ ^ " ^ i ^ ^ ^ to 
observe the* procedures of 
Baruch's Italian Society. 
Personalit ies such j * s the. 
"Honorable Samuel DiFalco, Judge 
of Surrogates Court,, and Mario 
Biaggi, Congressman of the 24th 
CD,.Bronx, came to speak last year 
during the successful Italian week. 
This year, for the first time, 
Baruch will participate in the 
. ; hyl lndal-evy 
& Madeleine Seeber 
The first meeting of the Italian 
Society was held in the- Freshman 
Center on September 28th to in-
troduce the society to -its new 
members. As is true with most 
activities, the location on 50th St. 
separated the meeting from the 
upper-classmen downtown: Vice-
President Frank Cutietta and other 
officers were present to give all 
new members a warm .welcome. "%*-" 
The society has received help from On Sept. 28 at 1 P.M.- a meeting of 
some faculty advisors such as Dr. the Ad Hoc Committee of Faculty 
.Columbus Day Parade. It will h e 





by Richard Brian Shirkes^ 
But outside of thaCthe registrar's 
office is ^qwn here, and certain 
questions cquld^be -answered up* 
there, some minor forms are up 
there, but that's about it. 
Ticker - Will freshmen have to 
register here, when they register? 
Temares - Certainly. 
Ticker - You mentioned at the 
beginning of the interview that one 
of. your duties*-is to administer 
information for the students that 
they need to know. Is there 
anything now that you'd like to 
administer? 
for McGovern was held in the 
Faculty Lounge, 24th St. Bldg. 
The meeting was presided by 
Prof. Al Marucs of the Education 
Dept. and Prof. Frank Macchardla 
' of the Law Dept. 
Approximately 20 faculty at-
tended, plus some student 
McGovern. Coordinators. Many 
faculty could not attend, but Prof. 
Marcus s£ud that there were 
"about 50 faculty who had con-
tributed time and money" for the 
McGovern campaign. - . -•=•-' 
In addition to other steps,:Prof. 
Marcus outiinecLar plan that called 
for the setting up of tables at 
various corners in the community 
during the Club Hours of 12-2 on 
Thursdays. * 
Faculty were also asked to help 
address envelopes and to do the 
other mundane tasks necessary to 






At Arm Imvfted 
rT% knporttmtl 
Temares - It's grown by leaps and 
bounds, and one oTthe -difficulties 
is that budgetary considerations 
are never adequate^ enough to 
service the increase as it occurs. 
The hope is that ^*itn my ex-
from all ends, from 
to faculty member^ to 
Beafa to registrar that 
Fve acquired some knowledge 
from everybody's bailiwick and 
will be therefore better suited to 
service the needs-of alTconcerned. 
Temares - No, nothing really 
specific. However, Fd just like to 
thank all the students, the majority 
of which who came to registration, 
of program, or late 
registration and realised the' 
significance and the difficulties of 
the problems, and behaved in a 
manner such that they understood 
we had problems. The few who get 
out of hand are; thankfully7 only a 
few and I think the students don't 
get proper reward or thanks for 
their help in letting a registration 
system go to work. I think that's 
the most significant elements to it, 
because if the students don't want 
to adapt to it, or don't want to 
accept it, then no regisfc-ation 
system, physical or actual 
operation in aft- office could 
possibly occur. 
History Society Discusses 
Anti-Semitism in German College 
Students in the 19th Century 
by Joyce Rosenberg 
On September 28, the History 
Society w a s . addressed by 
Professor Andrew Whiteside, 
history professor at the City 
University's Graduate Center. 
Professor Whiteside's theme was 
anti-Semitism in German college __ __ „ 
students during toe 19th century, spread their i d e a T t o j w « b ^ t o e ' 
Professor Whiteside siad that - - * * * " «¥««K"wui me 
3 
Biological, or racist anti-
Semitism, did ,not appear until 
groups of extremist students 
adopted, the idea that Jews were 
aliens, and could never be true 
Germans. Students then, as now, 
were very idealistic, ahd sought to 
anit-Semitism- in Germany was an 
outgrowth of the strong 
nationalistic feeling of the lSflo's. It 
was not the Jews themselves who 
were hated at that time, but the _ _ 
w ^ ^ f i S ^ ^ ^ * ? fc^c^tury anti-Semit icmovement 
were too foreign, traditional, and when he formed his ideals of the 
remctiOBary. German master race 
country; leading to the rise of anti-
Semitism in Germany. 
At the end of his talk, Professor 
Whiteside said that Adolf Hitler 
was greatly influenced by the 19th 
Ticker - Do you combine ex-
periences from all three positions 
that you've held? 
Temares -1 hope so. I think I tend 
to evaluate each problem and each 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER ^ f972 TICKER 
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SEE SUCK, WE 
FR!EMO-.IT iS 
STOFFrBUTWE 
WILL NOT EAT/T i 
WE WILL TALK 
AND WALK WfTH I 
IT... 
WE. W/LL WALK 
NOW-.-COME ON 
NEW STUFF.. 
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Any one interested i n becoming a October 12th, on the 6th floor-of the 
Vars i ty Cheerleader , J should 23rd Street Bldg., in Room 610. The 
Stndent managers jaaje being contact Mr, Howard ; E n g e l , ^ Umeof these meetings wffl be Noon .= 
^"t for the Baruclt hasketbaB Physical Education Department, to 2 p.m. 
& Anyone m t e i ^ s t e d m the a s soon as po .._. ^ _ £ 
tons s h o ^ d contact bead the TeamVAdSrisor and i s located „ Temtfs " : ^ 1 £ ^ 
Bobby, Sand ^jjMBfefan^ m ^ B c i t n T t ^ TtO^rof the 23rd ^Vj ^ "̂-- - • ' . ' ' ' ^ : - r . ~ : ' : " : : • / ' • - • ' ^ ^ 
Harold Rosenberg in the Street Building T V ^•?:£ ^ Tryoutsi for me Barach tennis 
., ^ Jirbut teain wili* bê  held tomorrow af-
WortoH^ for ̂ theBaruch team b e l p f ^ ternoon at 3:00 in room 606. Any 
October 16. of C B & i i i g ^ ^ -
_ ..„,. . l e ^ ^ i w i f l i a B a s k e f t a ^ > e ^ o t t i s ahnost^^^o^^ 
le game against Neŵ ^ Palte us. A meeting and tryouts wfll be Givone ton^rrow with ii is gym 
'State/'-V": ••»•""•.-?'••-•" scheduJed^^;for-October 5th and €»iripment and tem : 
::.ri;?9?^, 
• ^ - - — ^ 
